
Bringing teaching, learning and research to life

12 collections available!



SAGE Video streaming collections are 
developed in partnership with leading 
academics and practitioners, including 
many of SAGE’s own authors and academic 
partners, to deliver cutting-edge teaching 
and research-oriented video within the 
social sciences.

Visual literacy is a given for 
students today

– Angela Carreño, Head of Collection 
Development, New York University

2019 Modern Library Award



*Hosted on the SAGE Research Methods platform

What is SAGE Video?
An easily accessible resource with more than 1,400 hours of streaming 
video collections in the social sciences created for use across higher 
education to support pedagogical needs for undergraduate teaching 
and learning through to higher level academic research. SAGE Video 
combines originally commissioned and produced material with licensed 
videos to provide a complete disciplinary resource for students, faculty, 
and researchers.

Video Collection # of Videos # of Hours

Business & Management 487 150+

Counseling & Psychotherapy 480 140+

Criminology & Criminal Justice 540 110+

Education 548 140+

Media, Communication & Cultural Studies 560 130+

Politics & International Relations 316 130+

Psychology 426 130+

Social Work 300 100+

Sociology 330 120+

SAGE Research Methods Video* 484 120+

Data Science, Big Data Analytics, 
& Digital Methods*

400 120+

Practical Research & Academic Skills* 430 60+

New in 2019!
The SAGE Video Social Work Collection
The new SAGE Video Social Work Collection features original and 
licensed video showcasing social work skills, practices, populations, 
challenges, and research. It aims to showcase the skills necessary to 
become a social worker, give insights into different client groups, and 
elevate understanding of how theory and policy relate to practice. The 
collection includes global content and features tutorials, video case 
studies, interviews with practitioners, documentaries, and videos that 
show social work in action.

Data Science, Big Data Analytics, and Digital Methods

The latest collection of streaming video on the SAGE Research 
Methods platform covers data science methods, issues and challenges 
surrounding big data research, and examples and applications of 
social data science.

Plus, our existing collections are expanding!
More than 10 hours in the SAGE Video Business & Management 
Collection and the SAGE Video Media, Communication & Cultural 
Studies Collection, including

• New world-renowned academic contributors and SAGE authors
• More content in areas of high demand showcasing the latest 

research or practitioner best-practices in each discipline area.



Our video program has been developed in 
partnership with trusted advisors from libraries 
across the world, and each collection is overseen 
by an international editorial board.

What does SAGE Video do?
Supports students of all levels through a range of video types that can 
be used within class, as class preparation, for further reading, or in 
online learning settings.

• Seminal documentaries on subjects aligned to core curricula topics
• Case studies on classic and newly published research
• Tutorials illustrating practical applications of methods and concepts
• Interviews with leading experts on key topics
• Practitioner demonstrations of theories and techniques
• Observational footage of practitioners in real-life professional settings
• Short definitions of key terms and concepts.

Features and benefits
• Video collections available for lease or purchase
• Provision of MARC records, abstracts, ERM feeds, and full-text 

discovery service indexing
• Mobile responsive design to support students on the go
• Related content suggestions across video, book, and reference titles 

to promote further reading
• Videos easily integrated into course management systems and websites
• Hot keys, closed captioning, and full transcripts for every video to 

support accessibility needs
• The majority of videos in each collection are exclusive to SAGE, 

including new and original productions
• All videos available globally
• Contributions from our book and journal editors and authors across 

the world
• Share links with your institution’s proxy prefix automatically included, 

ensuring access to videos for off-campus users.

The well-designed interface provides various flexible, 
customized browsing or searching options. Search results 
are clearly presented; one can easily view results as entire 
works or as segments or chapters/entries within a work, 
or narrow the result set to very specific types of content.... 
Summing Up: Recommended. Community college 
through graduate students; professionals/practitioners.

—CHOICE



Licensing partners
SAGE Video includes carefully chosen award-winning films and 
seminal documentaries from the following and other partners to fit 
with the scope of each collection:

• The American 
Marketing Association

• Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation

• The Australian Institute 
for International Affairs

• BBC

• The Center for New 
American Media

• The Counselling Channel

• Educational Video Group

• Ideas Roadshow

• INTELECOM Network

• Passion River Films

• The Policy Studies 
Organization

• The Psychonomics Society

• Rotherham Metropolitan 
Borough Council

• Sheffield Hallam University

• Shortcuts TV

• Siren Films

• University of South Wales

What do academics think?
[SAGE videos] are engaging, informative, and a great 
introduction to class. While watching, I ask students to 
identify the most important idea, the most surprising 
idea, and the most useful idea. The videos are a great 
conversation starter!

—Patricia O’Grady, Ph.D. 
The University of Tampa, Florida

An impressive list of resources.

—Emmy van Deurzen, New School of 
Psychotherapy and Counselling, London

Easy to use…very impressed with the video collection. 
There are lots of options for teachers, clinicians, [and] 
researchers to use.

—Ed Donnerstein, University of Arizona

Request a 30-day trial at 
sk.sagepub.com/video
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User-friendly video player
Ease of use and accessibility are at the heart of our video program 
delivery. Functionality meets student and faculty needs both in and 
outside the classroom, and videos can be easily integrated into 
learning management systems.
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To get started, go to sk.sagepub.com/video

Librarian resources
SAGE has a strong post-sales support program to help you get your 
new resources up and running, train library staff and faculty and get 
the most out of your investment.

You can download usage posters, web banners and other resources 
at sagepub.com/video-resources

Find out more
To find out more about SAGE Video or to contact your regional sales 
representative, please visit sagepub.com/video.

Sign up for a 
30-day trial!

@SAGElibrarynews sk.sagepub.com/video
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